Effective: 25 October 2017

Job Hazard Analysis Procedure
1. Guiding Principles
The WA Country Health Service (WACHS) is committed to providing and maintaining a
safe work environment. This document provides support and advice for assessing,
planning and executing moderate to high risk work activities that do not have a Safe
Work Procedure. The Job Hazard Analysis (JHA) is a hazard management tool that is
used to outline a safe method for completing those tasks and document how risk has
been mitigated to an acceptable level to perform the task. This documents supports
the WACHS Occupational Safety and Health Policy, Occupational Safety and Health
Act 1984, Occupational Safety and Health Regulations 1996.

2. Scope
A Job Hazard Analysis is to be used by all employees and contractors who engage in
tasks or activities that are deemed moderate to high risk and have the potential to
cause harm or injury. Other reasons for conducting a JHA could be as follows:
• Activities that have no safe work procedure
• Activities that are not performed on a regular basis
• Work activities that have a history of, or potential for accidents or incidents to
persons or property
• Work activities where employees identify major changes to work tasks,
environments and processes
• Work involving use of new, unusual and/or potentially hazardous equipment
• Where the sequence of steps is critical e.g. work on or near live electrical equipment.

3. Definitions
Job Hazard Analysis
(JHA) / Safe Work
Method Statement
(SWMS)

A document that outlines work activities to be carried out at
a workplace into logical job steps, identification of hazards
associated with each step and the controls for those
hazards.

Hazard

A situation or item that has the potential to harm people,
property or the environment.

Risk

The likelihood and consequence of injury or harm
occurring.

Work Activity

A sequence of related tasks

Manager /

A person responsible or delegated responsibility to review
the completed JHA and monitor effectiveness.

Supervisor
Safe Operating / Safe
Work Procedure
(SOP/SWP)
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A document that outlines the process, hazards, risks and
associated controls to be applied to ensure the task/activity
is conducted in a way to reduce the risk of injury.
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4. Roles and Responsibilities
4.1 Employees and Contractors
Employees and Contractors are responsible for:
• taking reasonable care for their own health and safety and not adversely affecting
the health and safety of other persons
• complying with any reasonable instruction and cooperating with any WACHS
policy, procedure and guideline
• ensuring they understand the JHA procedure prior to completion of a JHA
• reading, understanding and complying with all JHAs that exist to control the risks
of work activities in their workplace
• cooperating and participating with management and their colleagues to develop,
monitor or review JHAs
• reporting all hazards, incidents, injuries, dangerous occurrences and system
failures in a timely manner which occur or have the potential to occur using the
WACHS Safety Risk Report Form (SRRF)
• using all safety equipment provided by WACHS that is relevant to the task.
4.2 Supervisors and Managers
Supervisors and Managers are responsible for:
• oversight and implementation of this procedure in workplaces under their control
• risk assessments being conducted for work activities likely to possess a moderate
or higher risk rating
• ensuring, where no Safe Work Procedure exists, that all work activities with
potential of a moderate or higher risk rating have a JHA developed
• ensuring JHAs for non-routine moderate/ high risk tasks are completed prior to the
task being performed
• ensuring that all staff engaged in work activities with a risk rating of moderate or
higher are instructed and trained in the use of the JHA
• nominating people with suitable training or experience to conduct JHAs
• ensuring staff who are involved in the activity are involved in the development of
the JHA
• ensuring that they review all documented controls for effectiveness
• ensuring JHAs are displayed prominently or readily available in the areas in which
they are to be used
• ensuring that JHAs are monitored for effectiveness and reviewed every three (3)
years or when there are changes to the task
• ensuring that a record of each JHA reviewed for use is retained in accordance with
standard record keeping requirements.
4.4 Regional OSH Coordinator
The Regional OSH Coordinator is responsible for providing:
• advice to managers and supervisors on JHA requirements in the workplace
• advice and consulting with managers and staff on how to manage hazards and
risks that have been identified and raised via WACHS SRRF reporting.
Date of Last Review: October 2017
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5. Overview
The supervisor / manager may nominate the staff member(s) to be involved in the
JHA, ensuring that they have sufficient experience and knowledge of the task.
In the event the staff member is working in a remote location, it is important they follow
the JHA process to ensure due diligence has been performed to assess the risk and
ensure relevant controls have been put in place prior to conducting the work activity.
All completed JHAs must be provided to the line supervisor / area manager for review
and record keeping. If practicable, the safety and health representative of the area is
to be consulted in the development of the JHA.
JHAs are to be displayed prominently or readily available in areas in which they are to
be used. A JHA can also be used as an effective way to provide employees with work
activity training and workplace-specific induction into tasks.
5.1 Planning and Preparation
• Use the JHA Checklist items 1-4 to ensure the correct staff members are part
of the JHA team.
• Check if there are any existing procedures or JHAs relevant to the task being
performed.
• Ensure the date, a description of the work to be undertaken and any additional
information is considered and confirmed in the planning phase e.g. permits
training and procedures.
5.2 JHA Form
5.2.1 Use the Hazards List and the Potential Hazard Exposure Mechanisms as a
prompt to identify hazards.
List any specific policies, guidelines and procedures that apply to the activity, list any
specific Emergency Response procedures and any specific training requirements.
5.2.2 Job Steps (Sequence of Events):
With the JHA team, break the job down into basic steps and record them on the
JHA Form.
• Start each job step with a verb, i.e. lift, position, remove, tighten etc.
• Ensure each job step explains generally what must be done in a logical order.
5.2.3 Identify the Hazards and Record the Initial Risk Rating
Assess each job steps for hazards and record the risk associated with that step before
controls are added. (A comprehensive listing of hazards is available on the JHA Form.)
E.g. hazards to consider:
• Is there exposure to noise, fumes, or dust?
• Can equipment fail in any way?
• Operator competency
• Does the task require lifting and excessive amount of weight?
• Is there adequate lighting to see the complete task?
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5.2.4 Controls and Final Risk Rating
Add controls and record the risk rating after controls have been implemented
Nominate a risk rating for each step and its hazards taking into account the
controls added using the Department of Health Risk Matrix ratings listed at the
rear of the form.
Ensure the risk level has been reduced to as low as reasonably practicable. If the
risk has not been reduced to an acceptable level by the controls applied, additional
controls must be implemented and documented before work commences.
Upon completion of JHA, if the overall task risk rating remains high or extreme,
approval authority is to be provided according to Department of Health Integrated
Risk table.
Suggested controls include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eliminate – can the hazard be eliminated completely?
Substitution – can the hazard be replaced?
Engineer Controls – can the hazard be isolated either by removal to another
area, or by placing a physical barrier around it?
Administrative Controls – are training, procedures and signage required?
Personal Protective Equipment – what PPE is necessary?
Emergency Response – A plan/process for a particular task if required by
permit or procedure in the event there was an incident e.g. Code Red
Response

Ensure you nominate who will implement these controls before the job
commences.
5.2.5 Sign, Monitor and Review
Ensure everyone performing the activity / task reads and signs the JHA form to
signify their acceptance of the conditions and methods.
Review the JHA if there are any changes to the activity, work team or after breaks.
5.3 Manager / Supervisor Review
• Department / line manager or supervisor must ensure they have reviewed every
JHA that has been completed by their staff.
• Management processes must be in place to ensure workers have the skills to
complete the activity.
5.4 JHA Reviews
• JHAs are to be reviewed on a three (3) yearly basis.
• When major changes to the task occurs, or on the introduction of new equipment
to the task.
• Where a JHA is performed regularly, or by as large or varied group of workers,
consideration should be given to converting the original JHA to a SOP.
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5.5 JHA Training
• All WACHS staff that will be engaging in tasks that requires the creation and
implementation of a JHA, are to ensure they have read and understood this
procedure.
• When a staff member is engaging in an activity that has a corresponding JHA
available, they are to ensure they have read the JHA and provide a signature to
confirm their understanding.
5.6 Records Management
• Record management and monitoring of compliance with this procedure is to be
conducted by the supervisor or manager of the department. It is recommended a
register for the available JHAs is held by the line manager.
• For practical recordkeeping requirements, these records are to be retained by the
site / departmental manager.

6. Compliance
Failure to comply with this policy may constitute a breach of the WA Health Code of
Conduct (Code). The Code is part of the Employment Policy Framework issued
pursuant to section 26 of the Health Services Act 2016 (HSA) and is binding on all
WACHS staff which for this purpose includes trainees, students, volunteers,
researchers, contractors for service (including all visiting health professionals and
agency staff) and persons delivering training or education within WACHS.
WACHS staff are reminded that compliance with all policies is mandatory.

7. Evaluation
Monitoring of compliance with this procedure is to be conducted by the supervisor or
manager of the department. It is recommended a register for the available JHAs is
held by the line manager.

8. Standards
EQuIPNational Standards – Standard 15: Corporate Systems and Safety - 15.12.1,
15.13.3

9. Legislation
Occupational Safety and Health Act 1984 and Occupational Safety and Health Regulation
1996

10. Related Forms
WACHS Job Hazard Analysis (JHA) Form
WACHS Safety Risk Report Form
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11. Related Policies
WACHS Occupational Safety and Health Policy
WACHS Hazard / Incident Management Procedure

12. Related WA Health Policies
WA Health Risk Management Policy

13. Policy Framework
Employment Policy Framework

14. Appendices
Appendix A - Job Hazard Analysis Form (editable version available separately)
Appendix B - EXAMPLE of COMPLETED Job Hazard Analysis Form

This document can be made available in alternative formats
on request for a person with a disability
Contact:
Directorate:
Version:

A/Manager Work Health and Safety (L.Franich)
TRIM Record #
Business Services / Workforce
Date Published:
1.00

ED-CO-17-64061
25 October 2017

Copyright to this material is vested in the State of Western Australia unless otherwise indicated.
Apart from any fair dealing for the purposes of private study, research, criticism or review, as
permitted under the provisions of the Copyright Act 1968, no part may be reproduced or re-used
for any purposes whatsoever without written permission of the State of Western Australia.
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1. ASSESSING THE SAFETY RISK
Use the DOH Corporate Risk Matrix 2009 to assess the risk of the event:
Consequences
Likelihood

Rare
Unlikely
Possible
Likely
Almost
Certain

1
2
3
4
5

Likelihood
Rare
Unlikely
Possible
Likely
Almost
Certain

Insignificant

Minor

Moderate

Major

Catastrophic

1

2

3

4

5

Low
Low
Low
Low

Low
Low
Moderate
Moderate

Moderate

High

1
2
3
4

Frequency of Events
Once in more than 10 years
At least once in 5 to 10 years
At least once in 3 to 5 years
At least once in 1 to 3 years

5

More than once per year

Consequences

Low
Moderate
Moderate
High
High

Moderate
Moderate
Hig
Hig

Moderate
High
High
Extreme

Extreme

Extreme

Health Impacts

Insignificant
Minor

1
2

Moderate

3

Major

4

Catastrophic

5

First Aid
Routine medical attention.
Loss of normal body function,
up to one week
Lost time.
Increased medical attention,
prolonged loss of normal body
function, between
One week to one month
lost time.
Severe health injuries,
prolonged incapacity or
absence over one month.
Death or permanent disability
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Appendix A - Job Hazard Analysis Form
CHECK LIST
1. Is there a Job procedure or previously endorsed JHA to be
reviewed? If no a JHA must be completed.

JHA Form
STEP 1 – PLANNING AND PREPARATION

2. Is JHA team leader trained in the JHA process?

Use the Checklist items 1 - 4 to ensure the correct people are
part of the JHA team and if there are existing JHAs or
procedures.

3, Does the JHA team include people with knowledge of the
task?

Step 2 - JHA Form

5. Are Chemicals involved, if so, has data from the MSDS been
reviewed?

Y

N

4. Does the JHA team include people performing the task?

Identify the potential incidents or hazardous conditions for each
step.
Devise safe work practices or controls for each step. Use the
Hazards List and the Hazard Mechanism as a prompt to identify
hazards.
Use the Hierarchy of Control to manage the hazards to As Low
as Reasonably Practicable (ALARP) i.e.
a) Eliminate Hazard
b) Substitute with lower hazard
c) Use Engineering controls
d) Use Isolation controls
e) Use Administrative controls
f) Use PPE

STEP 3 - REVIEW
Dept. line manager to review the JHA and ensure communication
of the JHA is provided to all staff conducting the task.

6. Required permits and isolations are listed below
7. Appropriate Standards or Work Practices are referenced
DATE:
DESCRIPTION OF
WORK:
JHA REF #
(If Applicable):
JHA Team
Leader:
Team Leader's
Role:
ENGINEERING CERTIFICATES, CERTIFICATES OF COMPETENCY,
LICENCES, REGISTRATIONS, PERMITS OR APPROVALS REQUIRED
FOR THIS TASK:

STEP 4 - RECORD MANAGEMENT
Store document as per your department process.

Date of Last Review: October 2017
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IDENTIFY POTENTIAL HAZARDS FOR THE JOB
Hazards List
(Review the job steps and identify if any of the following hazards are applicable)
Electricity

Weather

Chemicals

Hot/Cold Objects

Insect/Animal Bites

Excavations

Rotating Equipment

Lightning

Fire

Vehicles

Driving Hazards

Working at Height

Muscular Stress

Falling Objects

Historical Sites

Mental Stress

Noise

Bush Clearing

Heights

Radiation

Spills/Leaks

Earthworks

Hydrocarbon/Gas Release

Mobile/Stationary Equipment

Working alone

Surfaces

Pressure (Stored Energy)

Vibration

Tools/Equipment

Fumes/Vapour/Dust

Moving Objects

Fatigue

Hot Work

Confined Spaces

Off Road

Ergonomics

Other (Specify) _________________________________
PPE
Eye Protection

Face Protection

Respiratory Protection

Head Protection

Hearing Protection

Safety Harness

Hand Protection

Gas Detector

Sun Protection

Hazardous Energy

Hot Work

Excavation

Rescue Plan

Machinery

High Voltage

Working at Heights

Scaffolding

Man Cage Use

PERMITS
Confined Space

Potential hazard exposure mechanisms
Struck – by, against
Contact with
Contacted by
Caught – in, on, under, between, against
Exposure – temperature, chemicals, noise, dust
Slip, Trip or Fall – from heights, same level
Overexertion – lifting, pushing, pulling, manual handling
Escape of Product – oil spill, gas release
Human Factors
o incorrect use of tools or equipment
o repetitive work
o perceived pressure, haste
o arduous tasks
o uncomfortable work position
o mundane work
o training
o communications, instruction
Weather conditions
o hot/dry
o wet
o windy
o cold
o lightning
List any WACHS specific policies guidelines and procedures that apply to this
work activity:

List any specific training required to complete work activity:

List any specific Emergency Response procedures that apply to this work activity:

List where training details can be located:

Date of Last Review: October 2017
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To be used in conjunction with DOH Risk Matrix
Without Controls

Ref

Job Steps
(Sequence of
Events)

Potential Hazards
(Reference Checklist
Pg. 2)

L
ü

M
ü

H
ü

With Controls

E
ü

Controls
List the controls required to
eliminate or minimise
the risk of injury or harm

L
ü

M
ü

H
ü

E
ü

Responsible
Person to
Action Controls

More space available on next page - please indicate if using an attachment
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ALL personnel involved in the creation/review of the JHA is to enter their names below
and sign to confirm they read and understood the conditions of the JHA.
The supervisor / manager of the area is to ensure they review all JHA that are completed for effectiveness.
TEAM MEMBER

NAME

SIGNATURE

DATE

ROLE

JHA Team Leader
JHA Team Member
JHA Team Member
JHA Team Member
JHA Team Member
I have read this JHA and agree to abide by the methods contained in it.
I agree that if any significant part of the task requires change, the JHA will be modified before proceeding.
NAME
SIGNATURE
DATE
NAME
SIGNATURE
DATE

Manager/Supervisor Name: ________________________________________________
Manager/Supervisor Signature: ________________________________________________

Date of Last Review: October 2017
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Appendix B - EXAMPLE of COMPLETED
Job Hazard Analysis Form
CHECK LIST
1. Is there a Job procedure or previously endorsed JHA to be
reviewed? If no a JHA must be completed.

JHA Form
STEP 1 – PLANNING AND PREPARATION
Use the Checklist items 1 - 4 to ensure the correct people are part
of the JHA team and if there are existing JHAs or procedures.
Step 2 - JHA Form
Identify the potential incidents or hazardous conditions for each
step.
Devise safe work practices or controls for each step. Use the
Hazards List and the Hazard Mechanism as a prompt to identify
hazards.
Use the Hierarchy of Control to manage the hazards to As Low as
Reasonably Practicable (ALARP) i.e.
a) Eliminate Hazard
b) Substitute with lower hazard
c) Use Engineering controls
d) Use Isolation controls
e) Use Administrative controls
f) Use PPE
STEP 3 - REVIEW
Dept. line manager to review the JHA and ensure communication
of the JHA is provided to all staff conducting the task.
STEP 4 - RECORD MANAGEMENT
Store document as per your department process.

Date of Last Review: October 2017

Y

N

2. Is JHA team leader trained in the JHA process?
3. Does the JHA team include people with knowledge of the
task?
4. Does the JHA team include people performing the task?
5. Are Chemicals involved, if so, has data from the MSDS been
reviewed?
6. Required permits and isolations are listed below
7. Appropriate Standards or Work Practices are referenced
DATE:

1 January 2017

DESCRIPTION OF
WORK:

Jacking Vehicles / Changing Tyres

JHA REF #
(If Applicable):
JHA Team
Leader:
Team Leaders
Role:

1
Joe Bloggs
Jane Doe

ENGINEERING CERTIFICATES, CERTIFICATES OF COMPETENCY,
LICENCES, REGISTRATIONS, PERMITS OR APPROVALS REQUIRED
FOR THIS TASK:
N/A
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IDENTIFY POTENTIAL HAZARDS FOR THE JOB
Hazards List

Potential hazard exposure mechanisms

(Review the job steps and identify if any of the following hazards are applicable)
Electricity

Weather

Chemicals

Hot/Cold Objects

Insect/Animal Bites

Excavations

Rotating Equipment

Lightning

Fire

Vehicles

Driving Hazards

Working at Height

Muscular Stress

Falling Objects

Historical Sites

Mental Stress

Noise

Bush Clearing

Heights

Radiation

Spills/Leaks

Earthworks

Hydrocarbon/Gas Release

Mobile/Stationary Equipment

Working alone

Surfaces

Pressure (Stored Energy)

Vibration

Tools/Equipment

Fumes/Vapour/Dust

Moving Objects

Fatigue

Hot Work

Confined Spaces

Off Road

Ergonomics

Other (Specify) _________________________________
PPE
Eye Protection

Face Protection

Respiratory Protection

Head Protection

Hearing Protection

Safety Harness

Hand Protection

Gas Detector

Sun Protection

Hazardous Energy

Hot Work

Excavation

Rescue Plan

Machinery

High Voltage

Working at Heights

Scaffolding

Man Cage Use

PERMITS
Confined Space

List any specific training required to complete work activity:

List any WACHS specific policies guidelines and procedures that apply to this
work activity:
WACHS Safe Driving Policy

List any specific Emergency Response procedures that apply to this work
activity:

WACHS Manual Handling Training

N/A

List where training details can be located:
N/A

Date of Last Review: October 2017

Struck – by, against
Contact with
Contacted by
Caught – in, on, under, between, against
Exposure – temperature, chemicals, noise, dust
Slip, Trip or Fall – from heights, same level
Overexertion – lifting, pushing, pulling, manual handling
Escape of Product – oil spill, gas release
Human Factors
o incorrect use of tools or equipment - yes
o repetitive work - yes
o perceived pressure, haste
o arduous tasks
o uncomfortable work position - yes
o mundane work
o training
o communications, instruction
Weather conditions
o hot/dry
o wet
o windy
o cold
o lightning - yes
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To be used in conjunction with DOH Risk Matrix

Ref

1.

Job Steps
(Sequence of
Events)

Without Controls
L
ü

M
ü

H
ü

E
ü

With Controls

Controls
List the controls required to
eliminate or minimise the risk of
injury or harm

L
ü

M
ü

H
ü

E
ü

Responsible
Person to
Action
Controls

Potential for injury if vehicle or driver
are struck by passing traffic.

Position vehicle off road if possible and turn hazard lights on.

Potential for vehicle to roll and fall off
jack once wheel is lifted.

Chock the front or rear wheel which is diagonally opposite to
where the jack will be placed. Ensure that jack has a firm base, or
use blocks to support.

Get the jack and handle and place
it in the correct lifting point as
shown in the vehicle owner's
manual.

Potential for injury or damage if vehicle
falls off jack or part of vehicle breaks
away.

Use manufacturer’s recommended jacking points only, do not
place jack under bumper or guards.

Joe Bloggs

Remove spare wheel from carrier
and place next to flat tyre.

Potential manual handling injury from
lifting spare.

Use correct manual handling techniques as per WACHS MH
Training

Joe Bloggs

4.

If wheel is to be removed, loosen
wheel nuts then jack up vehicle.

Potential for injury or damage if vehicle
falls off jack.

Do not jack vehicle higher than necessary and ensure jack is on a
firm base.

Joe Bloggs

5.

Remove flat tyre and immediately
replace with spare and do up
wheel nuts.

Potential manual handling injury from
lifting wheels.

Use correct manual handling techniques as per WACHS MH
Training

Joe Bloggs

When job is complete, ensure
wheel nuts are tight, lower jack,
remove chocks and secure
removed wheel.

Removed wheel could cause injury in
an accident if not properly secured.

Ensure wheel is secured as per normal procedure.

Joe Bloggs

End of Task

N/A

N/A

Joe Bloggs

1.2

2.

3.

6.

7

Park vehicle on a hard, level
surface if possible. Stop engine
and put manual transmission in
reverse or auto in park.

Potential Hazards
(Reference
Checklist Pg. 2)

Joe Bloggs
Joe Bloggs

More space available on next page - please indicate if using an attachment
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ALL Personnel involved in the creation/review of the JHA shall enter their names below
and sign to confirm they read and understood the conditions of the JHA.
The supervisor / manager of the area should ensure they review all JHA that are completed for effectiveness.
TEAM MEMBER
JHA Team Leader

NAME
Joe Bloggs

SIGNATURE

DATE

Joe Bloggs

1 January 2017

ROLE
Regional Electrician

JHA Team Member
JHA Team Member
JHA Team Member
JHA Team Member

NAME
Jordan Smith
Janet James

All Personnel involved in performing this activity in the JHA shall enter their names below
and sign to confirm they have read and understood the conditions of the JHA
SIGNATURE
DATE
NAME
SIGNATURE
Jordan Smith
12 January 2017
Janet James

Manager/Supervisor Name:

17 February 2017

Jane Doe

Manager/Supervisor Signature: Jane Doe

Date of Last Review: October 2017

DATE

Date:

1 January 2017
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